
THE EFFECTS OF THE CSI IN AMERICA

The CSI effect, also known as the CSI syndrome and the CSI infection, is any of several ways in While this belief is
widely held among American legal professionals, some studies have suggested that crime shows are unlikely to cause
such.

A study of conviction statistics in eight states found that, contrary to the opinions of criminal prosecutors, the
acquittal rate has decreased in the years since the debut of CSI. In the summer of , they set out to find whether
those people who watched programs like CSI demanded to see more scientific evidence before they would
convict a defendant. In real investigations, DNA and fingerprint data are often unobtainable and, when they
are available, can take several weeks or months to process, whereas television crime labs usually get results
within hours. In the past, those who sought to enter the field of forensics typically earned an undergraduate
degree in a science, followed by a master's degree. The other option is to equip the lawyers, prosecutors and
judges with the information they need in order to address this expectation. West has sent to prison on his false
testimony have either been exonerated, or are currently appealing their cases. Kim and Gregg Barak have said
it has changed the way many trials are presented today, in that prosecutors are pressured to deliver more
forensic evidence in court. However, the popularity of programs such as CSI has caused an increase in the
demand for undergraduate courses and graduate programs in forensic science. It was an open and shut case
â€” until it got to the jury. In a survey of Canadian police officers, some were frustrated by these CSI-affected
queries, though most saw them as opportunities to inform the public about real police work. In each episode,
the discovery of a human corpse leads to a criminal investigation by members of the team, who gather and
analyze forensic evidence, question witnesses, and apprehend suspects. Here is where Michael West enters the
scene, carrying with him a reputation of shady forensic practices and an inflated resume. By , the rate had
fallen to  For example, jurors in a murder case may expect to hear ballistics evidence if the murder was
committed using a firearm. However, many students enter such programs with unrealistic expectations. West
told the courtroom that he believed Ms. Submit September 27, am The suspect was caught two blocks from
the scene. The creator of the series was inspired after seeing a show about forensic science on the Discovery
Channel. CBS Anthony E. The testing process itself also involves a lot more subjectivity and precision than
allowed in a fast-paced Hollywood drama. Prosecutors and Judges believe that shows such as CSI are causing
jurors to be out of touch with reality when it comes to making a decision about a case in the court room.
Stubbs was sentenced to 44 years in prison, having no prior criminal record. McKinney was eventually
apprehended. Stubbs was convicted of physically assaulting her friend Kim Williams, despite no physical
evidence. The CSI franchise's success resulted in the production of many similar shows. Such is the case of
Leigh Stubbs, a Mississippi woman who was sentenced to 44 years in prison on questionable forensic
testimony. West was not modest in the least, quick to point out that he had an error rate on par with Jesus
Christ. The top charge would have carried more time. Some investigators attributed this decline to the CSI
effect, as crime shows often inadvertently explain in detail how criminals can conceal or destroy evidence.
The Jurors are said to be out of touch with reality because they have a demand for conclusive scientific
evidence. Max Houck, director of the Forensic Science Initiative at West Virginia University , said although
CSI may be educating criminals, people who resort to a life of crime generally are not very intelligent to begin
with. They just have to understand, there are limitations. She was inspired by watching the CSI television
series. The outcome of any given trial is much more strongly dependent on the state in which it took place,
rather than whether it occurred before or after the CSI premiere. Zuiker , creator of the CSI franchise, claimed
that "all of the science is accurate" on the shows; [11] researchers, however, have described CSI's portrayal of
forensic science as "high-tech magic. Everybody expects that we have this super lab somewhere that does all
this stuff. Mistakes can be made Television has always had some influence on the legal system, lawyer Robert
Tolchin said. West also somehow managed to enhance surveillance footage of the women, producing results
that even the FBI said was insufficient for details. In a recent sting operation, it was found that Michael West
was knowingly giving false forensic information, and yet his cases are still defended by the prosecution to this
day. Shelton, Young S. He was only caught after one of his victims deliberately pulled out her own hair which
was later discovered in his car, tying him to the attacks. Stories like these compel prosecutors to outline to
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juries why certain pieces of evidence do or do not exist in a case. The gun was inside his backpack. We had
his DNA.


